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ADVERTISMENT

For sale or trade...
One Argus C-3 camera, flash attachment, case set of filters and lens shade. Prefer to trade for 35mm slide projector. See R.L. Morrison. (Note: The above ad is legitimate.)

ADVERTISING ?????

Only 18 shipping days left 'til Christmas and the boats are almost all filled up. HURRY HURRY before yours leaves.

Are you a singer? Or would you like to be a singer? In either case, to keep your voice in chirping shape, use that famous old bird cereal—"SHREDDED TWEET".

WEATHER REPORT

It snowed and rained last Monday. For the latest in weather, take a good look at the sky.

NOTES and STUFF

HOLLYWOOD....
Film star IZZEE A. BUM has been running around with Hi Yump the great Swedish track star.

FLASH .........
It has recently been reported that there are more Russians in the USSR than there are Armenians. Of course this is only a rumor and is not backed up by facts as yet.

READ THE NEWSANCE. WE DON'T CARE.

READ THIS PAPER FOR THE OLDEST IN JOKES AND NEWS......

PAPER EVOKES NOTE

FROM NEWSANCE!

It seems that we have made the big time. The newsance stooped lower than usual and mentioned us in its columns.

Editor Smokey Smith of that other rag could learn a few things from our esteemed staff.

For one thing he could learn how not to put out a paper.

EDITORIAL POLICY....

Once again we state that this paper(?) IS NOT the newsance. Please do not put us in that class. The newsance is a much better paper.

STUDENT COUNCIL TURNS DOWN OUR BUDGET

Last week we submitted our budget of $.10 to the council. It was unanimously rejected. However, we have just begun to beg. Council take notice.

J. SAMOH LLIPRE

Since Mr. LLIPRE's poetry made such a big hit in our last issue, we decided to give you some more of it in this issue.

We were fortunate in securing and stangling Mr. LLIPRE so that he would tell us about his poetry.

He gurgled that his poetry was ultra ultra modern. He stated that low brows might have trouble understanding it.

Mr. J. SAMOH LLIPRE's latest effort will be found on the next page. It is titled "A GIRL A GIRL".

Watch for more of Mr. LLIPRE's poems in future issues.
Advis To Te Love
By Will E. BITE

Dear Mr. Bite:
I am having trouble in finding dates for the functions here at school. It seems that there are enough girls flitting around but I can never locate them in time. In the first place, the phone numbers of some of them are difficult if not quite impossible to find in the conventional manner. To illustrate this, I will cite this case of the time I wanted a date for a big dance and it took me two and one half days to find out the number of the lady concerned.

Secondly, I am in love with my Buddy's girl and do not want to hurt either of them.
It is a case of complete trust on my friends part. I am sure because when I can manage, we go out on double dates. I am willing to admit that my only big problem is what is called suspicionility. The only thing I ask of you is...
WHAT SHALL I DO????
Hopefully yours,
NEP IRCE

Mr. Bite's Reply........

Dear Mr. Irce:
My advice to you is to steal your buddy's girl, steal his wallet and his car and then elope. A nice quiet place to go is secluded North Shore of Lion Lake.

Send your problems to Mr. Bite and watch for his column in the next issue.

FINANTIAL FACTS?????
TV shows bright future.
Radio still sounds good.
GUM SHOT tooth paste squeezes out all others.

A GIRL A GIRL
By J. SAMOH LINGE ESC.

A girl, a girl; I need a girl.

Why should a man such as I need a girl?

They cause all that have them a bath of trouble.
Sometimes they float just like a big soap bubble.
And at others, they are lower than the fires of Hades.
There is no doubt that a man from them can even catch rabies.
A girl is really a pain in the neck.

If you keep them out too late you catch all kinds of heck.
Her hair makes your glasses all greasy and blurred,
And her lipstick is on your collar unartistically smudged.
A girl has too many relatives and friends.
And she must keep up with all the latest trends.
Last but not least, she is a new kind of beast.
In fact or in fiction, she thinks of the least.

AWOMEN!!!!!!!!!!!
SERIOUS STUFF........
Are you going to have a pleasant Christmas?
Then why not think of someone else on this Yuletide and bring some cans of food or any kind of food that will keep.
Place it in the box that has been supplied for that purpose in the cafeteria. DO IT NOW!!!

FLASH
Jackson-White local photographers have taken out over 100,000 dollars in new insurance to cover their cameras. Reason? They are taking the senior class pictures this year. NUFF SABLE.

Ed's note... they'll need it.

THAT'S ALL.